-- January 11, 2014 --

(i) Carolyn Branecky and Slawek Tulaczyk re-located for a few days to the CReSIS camp at SLW. They moved five empty fuel barrels and met up with the WISSARD-lite traverse, which is parked right by the camp. Steve Zellerhof, the traverse leader, used the crane on his tractor to load two Komatik sleds with six wooden crates containing borehole sensors and winch components. These are some of the same crates that were dug up by our team from the large snowdrift in the WISSARD berm area in late December 2013. Slawek sent Susan Kelly five pictures and captions for posting on WISSARD web page and Facebook.

(ii) Grace Barcheck, Doug Bloomquist, Neil Foley, and Matt Siegfried remained in the WhIP1 camp and prepared for relocating the camp closer to the first drill site.